Multihetsep files of Arabidopsis thaliana can be found at: <https://github.com/TPPSellinger/Arabidopsis_thaliana_data>. Multihetsep files of Daphnia Pulex can be found at: <https://github.com/TPPSellinger/Daphnia_pulex_data>.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Genomes, and especially genetic polymorphisms, are shaped by molecular forces, such as mutation and recombination, but also ecological forces intrinsic to, or independent of, the biology of the species \[[@pgen.1008698.ref001]\]. Polymorphism data therefore contain a plethora of information that goes beyond the physiological functions encoded therein. Recent advances in sequencing technologies enable us to obtain whole genome data for many individuals across several populations, even for non-model species \[[@pgen.1008698.ref002]--[@pgen.1008698.ref005]\]. In particular, inferring demography is of interest in its own right as it allow us to understand the history of existing and/or extinct species (population expansion, colonization of new habitats, past bottlenecks) \[[@pgen.1008698.ref005]--[@pgen.1008698.ref007]\]. Inferring demography is also necessary to generate null models for outlier scans, *e.g*. scanning genomes for genes under selection. Indeed, inaccurate demographies may strongly bias the outcome of such scans \[[@pgen.1008698.ref008]\]. It is now common practice to simulate the past demography of a population as a null model in order to define thresholds for selection scan methods. Therefore, an accurate demographic inference should yield more reliable selection results \[[@pgen.1008698.ref008], [@pgen.1008698.ref009]\]. To this aim, new models and methods have been developed to extract previously unavailable information from whole genome sequence data \[[@pgen.1008698.ref010]--[@pgen.1008698.ref014]\]. Inference is based on modeling single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) along the genome across individuals, the density of which results from the interplay between mutation, time to common ancestors and recombination. The common denominator in all these methods is their reliance on the per site ratio recombination (*r*) and the mutation (*μ*) rate of the species ($\frac{r}{\mu}$), or, more precisely, on its effective value $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$. We classically define *ρ* as the effective recombination rate and *θ* as the effective mutation rate. We note that so far, applications of these approaches have considered these ratios as interchangeable \[[@pgen.1008698.ref010]--[@pgen.1008698.ref012]\], which is a strong assumption and may be violated in some species that do not fulfill the assumptions of the classic Wright-Fisher diploid model with two sexes (*e.g*. equal sex-ratio, sexual reproduction at each generation and no overlap of generations). In humans and mammals, as *ρ* = 4*N*~*e*~*r* and *θ* = 4*N*~*e*~*μ* (*N*~*e*~ being the effective population size), we indeed find $\frac{r}{\mu} = \frac{\rho}{\theta}$. Yet, even in this case, biases arise if $\frac{\rho}{\theta} > 1$ \[[@pgen.1008698.ref010]\]. In such cases, the number of mutations is not sufficient to detect all recombination events. The model is therefore no longer able to correctly estimate the Ancestral Recombination Graph, *i.e* the superposition of coalescence trees at different positions on the genome to display genealogies of sequences in the presence of recombination. Generally, it becomes necessary to extend existing approaches to account for characteristics and traits of species that can influence *ρ* or *θ*, and thus define when these methods can be accurately applied. It is additionally of interest to assess the accuracy of such methods for various values of the ratio $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$.

Current methods rely on the Sequentially Markovian coalescence (SMC) \[[@pgen.1008698.ref015], [@pgen.1008698.ref016]\] to account for the linear structure of genome sequences. SMC models the genealogy of a sample along a chromosome. First, a genealogy is built under the neutral coalescence and, in a second step, recombination and linkage disequilibrium are incorporated using a Poisson process \[[@pgen.1008698.ref017], [@pgen.1008698.ref018]\]. By applying Hidden Markov Models it therefore becomes possible to calculate the probabilities of whole genome sequence data and infer the most likely values of the model parameters. These approaches can thus infer 1) the changes in population size (*χ*~*t*~, where $\chi_{t} = \frac{N_{t}}{N_{e}}$, *N*~*e*~ and *N*~*t*~ being the effective population size and the current population size at time *t*, respectively) by inferring any variation of the coalescence rate in time, and 2) the ratio of effective recombination over the effective mutation rate $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$. From this ratio, the recombination rate can be estimated if the mutation rate is known (assuming $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = \frac{r}{\mu}$).

The described methods have been almost exclusively built to be applied to hominid data, therefore rely on several assumptions that are violated in many species (and most likely also in hominids): non-overlapping generations, equal sex ratio, sexual reproduction through random mating. Indeed, with the rise of next-generation sequencing technology, these methods are now frequently applied to whole genome sequences of species with characteristics that greatly differ from humans \[[@pgen.1008698.ref003], [@pgen.1008698.ref004], [@pgen.1008698.ref019], [@pgen.1008698.ref020]\]. In many species (*e.g*. plants, invertebrates) life-history strategies, such as mating systems or offspring production, influence the relationship between *r* and *ρ* and *μ* and *θ* \[[@pgen.1008698.ref001]\]. If these effects are not accounted for, inferences using these methods may be biased and lead to misinterpretation of the results.

Two very common features in plant and invertebrate species are the maintenance of offspring as seed- or egg-banks \[[@pgen.1008698.ref021]--[@pgen.1008698.ref023]\] and self-fertilization \[[@pgen.1008698.ref024]\]. Indeed, as a consequence of environmental fluctuations, species can develop bet-hedging strategies such as seed-banking \[[@pgen.1008698.ref025]--[@pgen.1008698.ref027]\]. This strategy increases the observed diversity \[[@pgen.1008698.ref028], [@pgen.1008698.ref029]\] and affects the rate of selection and neutral genomic evolution \[[@pgen.1008698.ref030], [@pgen.1008698.ref031]\]. Due to the discrepancy between census (*N*~*cs*~) and effective population size (*N*~*e*~) caused by seed-banks \[[@pgen.1008698.ref028], [@pgen.1008698.ref032]\], we expect that $\frac{\rho}{\theta} \neq \frac{r}{\mu}$. Seed-banks can therefore strongly bias demographic inference if ignored \[[@pgen.1008698.ref033]\]. Self-fertilization, on the other hand, decreases the effective population size. This reproductive strategy has evolved many times independently, and is one of the most common evolutionary transitions observed in flowering plants \[[@pgen.1008698.ref034]\]. The main consequence of this mating system is an increased homozygosity, which directly results in a decreased effective recombination rate (*ρ*) compared to the molecular recombination rate *r* (since recombination events between two homozygous haplotypes are invisible), as well as a reduction in genetic diversity \[[@pgen.1008698.ref035]\]. Due to their contradictory effects on the effective population size, the simultaneous occurrence of these traits (dormancy and self-fertilization) may in fact be missed, and extensions of inference methods to account for them could not only allow for more accurate inferences of parameters and demographic histories of species with these traits, but could also provide a means with which to detect their respective rates.

To account for self-fertilization and seed-banks (or egg-banks) we develop a modified version of PSMC' \[[@pgen.1008698.ref012]\], named ecological Sequentially Markovian Coalescent (eSCM). PSMC' refers to the MSMC using only two haplotypes \[[@pgen.1008698.ref012]\], which is slightly different from the original PSMC \[[@pgen.1008698.ref011]\]. Our model uses the deviation between the ratios $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$ and $\frac{r}{\mu}$ to infer self-fertilization and the existence of seed-banks. However, confounding effects arise when estimating both simultaneously. We first apply eSMC to simulated data to demonstrate its accuracy and then to genome sequence data of a plant, *Arabidopsis thaliana*, and an invertebrate species, *Daphnia pulex*. In these species self-fertilization and/or seed/egg-banks have been observed or suspected. *A. thaliana* presents a very high self-fertilization rate of 99% \[[@pgen.1008698.ref036]\] and it has been suggested that Scandinavian populations may have evolved seed-banks in Sweden \[[@pgen.1008698.ref037]\] and Norway \[[@pgen.1008698.ref038]\]. *D. pulex* exhibits cyclical parthenogenesis, *i.e*. a cyclical alternation of phases with asexual and sexual reproduction and is known to have a dormant eggs produced through sexual reproduction \[[@pgen.1008698.ref004], [@pgen.1008698.ref039]\]. These resting eggs can potentially build up an egg-bank in the lake sediment as observed in many *Daphnia* species \[[@pgen.1008698.ref021], [@pgen.1008698.ref040]\]. The aim of our study is thus three-fold. First, we present a method based on the SMC using polymorphism data to infer the germination and/or self-fertilization rates jointly with the past demographic history. Second, we study the effect of variable ratios of $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$ (and $\frac{r}{\mu}$) on the accuracy of estimates of past demography. Third, we apply our method to existing datasets from *Arabidopsis thaliana* and *Daphnia pulex* which have well documented high self-fertilization rates and egg-banks, respectively. We find a strong signature of self-fertilization in *Arabidopsis thaliana* and a strong signature of egg-banks in *Daphnia pulex*. We find that self-fertilization has little effect on the inference of the demographic history, whereas neglecting seed-banks can strongly affect the inferred population size.

Overview of the model {#sec002}
=====================

The coalescence with seed-bank and self-fertilization {#sec003}
-----------------------------------------------------

We model population seed-banks using the same hypotheses described in \[[@pgen.1008698.ref041]\]. Under these assumptions, seed-banking can be accounted for by rescaling the coalescence rate by *β*^2^, where *β* (0 ≤ *β* ≤ 1) is the germination rate, or the expected germination probability in each generation (*β* = 1 implying that there is no seed-bank). The probability that two lineages find a common ancestor in the active population is slowed by a factor *β* × *β* when looking backward in time. Hence, the expected coalescence times are increased by a factor $\frac{1}{\beta^{2}}$. Assuming mutations can arise during the dormant stage at the same rate as in the active population, we expect to have $\frac{1}{\beta^{2}}$ more mutations \[[@pgen.1008698.ref025], [@pgen.1008698.ref028], [@pgen.1008698.ref030]\]. As recombination only occurs in the active population and concerns only one lineage backward in time, it is rescaled by *β* \[[@pgen.1008698.ref031]\]. Because coalescence times are $\frac{1}{\beta^{2}}$ longer, we obtain (scaled in units of 4N): $$\begin{array}{r}
{\rho = \frac{\beta r}{\beta^{2}} = \frac{r}{\beta}\mspace{720mu}\text{and}\mspace{720mu}\theta = \frac{\mu}{\beta^{2}},\mspace{720mu}\text{so}\mspace{720mu}\text{that}\mspace{720mu}\frac{\rho}{\theta} = \frac{\beta^{2}r}{\mu\beta} = \frac{\beta r}{\mu}} \\
\end{array}$$

To model self-fertilization, we adopted the island model described in \[[@pgen.1008698.ref042]\], where *σ* (0 ≤ *σ* ≤ 1) represents the proportion of offspring produced through self-fertilization (if *σ* = 1 all individuals are produced through self-fertilization). As a consequence, the coalescence rate is increased by a factor $\frac{2}{2 - \sigma}$ \[[@pgen.1008698.ref043]\] and the recombination rate is decreased by a factor $\frac{2 - 2\sigma}{2 - \sigma}$ \[[@pgen.1008698.ref042]\] since recombination events in homozygous individual are invisible. In the case of self-fertilization, we thus find (scaled in units of 4N): $$\begin{array}{r}
{\rho = \frac{2\left( 1 - \sigma \right)r}{\left( 2 - \sigma \right)}\frac{\left( 2 - \sigma \right)}{2} = \left( 1 - \sigma \right)r\mspace{720mu}\text{and}\mspace{720mu}\theta = \frac{\mu\left( 2 - \sigma \right)}{2},} \\
\end{array}$$ $$\begin{array}{r}
{\text{so}\mspace{720mu}\text{that}\mspace{720mu}\frac{\rho}{\theta} = \frac{r2\left( 1 - \sigma \right)}{\mu\left( 2 - \sigma \right)}} \\
\end{array}$$

To simultaneously model seed-banking and self-fertilization we assume their effects to be independent and that there is no correlation between dormancy and the rate of self-fertilization. Under this assumption we can simply multiply their effects as in \[[@pgen.1008698.ref029]\], giving the relationship $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = \frac{2\left( 1 - \sigma \right)\beta r}{\left( 2 - \sigma \right)\mu}$. We therefore have a confounding effect between self-fertilization and seed-banking when observing the recombination and mutation ratio $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$. Because of their opposing effects on the effective population size (seed dormancy increasing it, and self-fertilization decreasing it), the effects of these traits can be compensated by one another. As consequence, in our model seed-banking is mathematically equivalent to self-fertilization with higher effective population size (see the [Discussion](#sec013){ref-type="sec"} for ruling out this effect in practice).

ecological Sequentially Markovian Coalescent (eSMC) {#sec004}
---------------------------------------------------

eSMC is an extension to the PSMC' algorithm \[[@pgen.1008698.ref012]\] and is therefore a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) along two haplotypes. It adds the possibility to account for and estimate germination rates *β* (seed and egg-banks), as well as self-fertilization rates *σ*, while inferring the demographic history of a population/species (*χ*~*t*~). Our method is hence, in effect, a rescaled PSMC'. The input file contains all pairwise comparisons of genome sequences; at each position if the two nucleotides on each sequence are the same, this is indicated by 0, otherwise by 1.

The general idea is that mutations are more likely to arise if the coalescence time is long between the two lineages, therefore, as in PSMC', the hidden states are coalescence times (where time is discretized). In SMC, the coalescent model is the classic *n*-Kingman coalescent with sample of size two and based on the assumptions of the classic Wright-Fisher model. However, because seed-banks and self-fertilization scale the coalescent rate, we re-scale the hidden states by $\frac{\left( 2 - \sigma \right)}{2\beta^{2}}$, where *σ* and *β* are respectively the self-fertilization rate and the germination rate. Variations in the coalescence times, or the hidden states, along the sequence, are caused by recombination events. In order to account for the effects of seed-banks and self-fertilization on the observed variations, the recombination rate must be re-scaled by $\frac{2\left( 1 - \sigma \right)\beta}{\left( 2 - \sigma \right)}$. A detailed description of the model can be found in S1 of the Appendix and a list of symbols and parameters in [Table 1](#pgen.1008698.t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pgen.1008698.t001

###### Symbol table.

![](pgen.1008698.t001){#pgen.1008698.t001g}

  Symbol     Meanging
  ---------- ----------------------------------------------------------------
  r          Molecular Recombination rate per nucleotide per generation
  *μ*        Molecular Mutation rate per nucleotide per generation
  *ρ*        Effective recombination rate per nucleotide per generation
  *θ*        Effective mutation rate per nucleotide per generation
  *β*        Germination rate
  *σ*        Self-fertilization rate
  *χ*~*t*~   Population size scaling vector (i.e *N*~*t*~ = *χ*~*t*~*N*~0~)

We use a Baum-Welch Algorithm to find the estimates of our parameters (the effective recombination rate *ρ*, the germination rate *β*, the self-fertilization rate *σ*, and changes in population size *χ*~*t*~ \[[@pgen.1008698.ref010], [@pgen.1008698.ref012]\]. Symbol definitions are summarized in [Table 1](#pgen.1008698.t001){ref-type="table"}. The Baum-Welch Algorithm aims to maximize an objective function (*L*) analogous to the likelihood \[[@pgen.1008698.ref012]\]. In addition, unlike in PSMC', MSMC and MSMC2 in which the objective function is calculated only every 1 kb, our implementation calculates the objective function at every position of the sequence.

To increase the model's accuracy, several analyses are jointly run (similar to what is done in \[[@pgen.1008698.ref044]\]). As all individuals are sampled from a given population, we compute a composite objective function *CL*, which is the product of all the objective functions (calculated for each analyses). Assuming we have *n* diploid individuals (equivalent to 2*n* sequences), we perform $\binom{2n}{2}$ analyses (number of all pairwise analyses) on the 2*n* haplotypes (requiring phasing). If sequences cannot be phased, we perform *n* analyses, one for each diploid individual. It can also occur that individuals are higly homozygote (e.g. *A. thaliana*), in that case individual can be considered haploid \[[@pgen.1008698.ref019]\]. Therefore if we have *n* higly homozygote individuals, we have *n* sequences and can perform $\binom{n}{2}$ analyses (since no phasing is required). The algorithm is run to infer *β*, *σ* and *χ*~*t*~ by fixing or simultaneously inferring the ratio $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$ given an initial value of this ratio.

Although mathematically equivalent to a rescaled PSMC', our model is the first to integrate ecological knowledge and infer ecologically relevant parameters. Unlike MSMC, PSMC' and MSMC2, in eSMC the likelihood is optimized under constraints. This means that estimated values are bounded by prior knowledge that is set by the user (this includes selfing rates, the existence of seed banks and also population sizes). This feature prevents any estimation which would make little sense from the biological point of view (e.g. a self-fertilization rate below 0 or above 1) or from an ecological point of view (e.g. excessively low or high population size). From a methodological point of view, eSMC is tuned to outperform previous methods when dealing with small datasets and genomes of limited size from non-model species, such as fungi, protozoans, insects or plants. Furthermore, eSMC differs in its implementation from previous methods in several key aspects: 1) A new analysis scheme over all haplotype pairwise comparisons has been implemented, 2) We include the possibility to optimize the likelihood under constraint, 3) The emission matrix has been modified compared to PSMC' and MSMC, and 4) A different implementation of the Baum-Welch algorithm has been developed.

Our model is implemented in the R-package eSMC and can be downloaded from our GitHub repository (<https://github.com/TPPSellinger/eSMC>, note that the R package devtools is required for the installation). The algorithm uses the same input file format as MSMC or PSMC'. In comparison with other similar models, our implementation in R is slightly slower (examples of calculation times can be found in [Table 2](#pgen.1008698.t002){ref-type="table"}), but still allows whole genome sequence analysis of several individuals in a reasonable amount of time. Furthermore, we added a feature to eSMC allowing the simulation of pseudo-observed data based on the obtained results. These pseudo-observed data are then analyzed by eSMC to asses the robustness of the results.

10.1371/journal.pgen.1008698.t002

###### Calculation times of eSMC on simulated data under the "saw-tooth" demographic scenario with mutation and recombination rate set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp.

Results are in minutes given the sequence length and the number of haplotypes.
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  Sequence length (Mb)   2 Haplotypes   4 Haplotypes   10 Haplotypes
  ---------------------- -------------- -------------- ---------------
  1 Mb                   12             13             14
  10 Mb                  14             16             31
  30 Mb                  19             25             75

Results {#sec005}
=======

We first study the theoretical accuracy and properties of our method on sequence data simulated under different scenarios. We then analyze real sequence data from two European populations of *Arabidopsis thaliana*: one from Tübingen, Germany, where there is no seed-bank, and one from Sweden, where seed-banking is suspected, while accounting for self-fertilization. We also analyze data from *Daphnia pulex*, for which egg-banks are known to be a prominent biological feature.

Simulation results {#sec006}
------------------

### Convergence property in the absence of seed-banks and self-fertilization {#sec007}

We start by analyzing 4 sequences of 30 Mb, without seed-banks or self-fertilization, from a population simulated under a "saw-tooth" scenario (repetitions of an expansion followed by a decrease, similar to those used in \[[@pgen.1008698.ref010], [@pgen.1008698.ref012]\]). In these simulations the ratio $\frac{r}{\mu}$ is allowed to be inferred freely. From [Fig 1](#pgen.1008698.g001){ref-type="fig"}, we see that all of the methods tested with this scenario (eSMC, MSMC, MSMC2 (version 2.1.1) and PSMC') show an accurate fit and small variability of the estimated demographic histories. As expected from previous results, with a population size of approximately 10^4^, inference of very recent (\< 10^2^ generations) and very old events (\> 10^5^ generations) cannot be recovered due to limits of the coalescent resolution. Estimates of $\frac{r}{\mu}$ by eSMC, PSMC' and MSMC are accurate ([Table 3](#pgen.1008698.t003){ref-type="table"}), whereas MSMC2 exhibits a strong bias, generally underestimating the recombination rate in this scenario. Though we find that eSMC displays less variability compared to the other methods, it is important to note that these methods do not all share the same time windows to estimate the demographic history, and this cannot easily be accounted for. eSMC and PSMC' use the same time window, whereas MSMC uses a time window six times more recent than that of the previous two (as a consequences of using four haplotypes), and MSMC2 uses the largest time window, which is the same as that used in PSMC \[[@pgen.1008698.ref011]\].

![Estimated demographic history with no selfing or seed banking.\
Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 30 Mb under a saw-tooth scenario with 10 replicates. Mutation and recombination rates (respectively *μ* and *r*) are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = \frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$. The simulated demographic history is represented in black. a) Demographic history estimated by eSMC (red). b) Demographic history estimated by MSMC (purple). c) Demographic history estimated by MSMC2 (blue). d) Demographic history estimated by PSMC' (orange).](pgen.1008698.g001){#pgen.1008698.g001}

10.1371/journal.pgen.1008698.t003

###### Averaged estimated values for the recombination over mutation ratio $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$ over ten repetitions.

The coefficient of variation is indicated in brackets.
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  Scenario      Sequence length   real $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$   eSMC $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$   PSMC' $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$   MSMC $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$   MSMC2 $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$
  ------------- ----------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------- -----------------------------
  "Saw-tooth"   30 Mb             1                            0.90 (0.028)                 0.93 (0.051)                  1.28 (0.050)                 0.38 (0.088)
  "Saw-tooth"   10 Mb             1                            0.94 (0.087)                 0.96 (0.11)                   1.30 (0.13)                  0.39 (0.21)
  "Saw-tooth"   10 Mb             5                            2.21 (0.040)                 2.06 (0.050)                  2.77 (0.049)                 1.47 (0.062)
  "Saw-tooth"   1 Mb              1                            0.96 (0.14)                  1.00 (0.25)                   1.31 (0.28)                  0.86 (0.2)
  Constant      10 Mb             1                            0.96 (0.035)                 0.96 (0.056)                  1.06 (0.10)                  0.81 (0.089)
  Bottleneck    10 Mb             1                            1.09 (0.026)                 1.09 (0.048)                  1.02 (0.107)                 1.01 (0.033)
  Expansion     10 Mb             1                            1.05 (0.038)                 1.06 (0.059)                  1.07 (0.120)                 0.98 (0.074)
  Decrease      10 Mb             1                            0.89 (0.028)                 0.90 (0.047)                  1.1 (0.186)                  0.69 (0.055)

The "saw-tooth" estimations are seen in [Fig 1](#pgen.1008698.g001){ref-type="fig"}, and the other scenarios are shown in [S3](#pgen.1008698.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S6](#pgen.1008698.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs.

The main consequence of these differences in time windows is that population size is not discretized in the same way in all models, *i.e*. there are differences in default number of estimated demographic parameters. In order to evaluate how this affects the variance of each method, we use shorter sequences of 10 MB, using the default discretization of population size parameters of each method (similar to [Fig 1](#pgen.1008698.g001){ref-type="fig"}). eSMC and PSMC' display convergence properties similar to those with 30 Mb sequences, but MSMC and MSMC2 result in higher variances and less accurate estimates of the demographic histories ([S1 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). An analysis run using the same discretization of the population size parameters as eSMC for all the methods ([S2 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) shows that, while PSMC', MSMC and MSMC2 present lower variance and better estimates than in [S1 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, eSMC still presents the lowest variance. As eSMC has good convergence properties with 10 Mb sequences all the following analyses are carried out with this sequence length, as it is representative of the genome lengths found in many datasets. In addition, since the longest scaffolds from *Daphnia pulex* are in fact very short (length shorter than 2 Mb) we also tested each method with 1 Mb long sequences. As can be seen in [S3 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, though every method tested exhibits higher variances when using such short sequences, eSMC exhibits a more accurate demographic history and the lowest variance.

For all the demographic scenarios tested (constant population size, bottleneck, expansion, decrease), eSMC always presents the lowest variance, and maintains good convergence properties, although it exhibits some bias in the bottleneck scenario ([S4 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The bottleneck is estimated as a smooth curve and not a sharp change in population size. Running PSMC', MSMC and MSMC2 with their default values, with the exception of setting the initial value of $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$ to 1, we find that PSMC' reveals convergence properties similar to eSMC ([S5 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), MSMC strongly overestimates population sizes for recent times, but is able to estimate a more recent demography ([S6 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and, lastly, MSMC2 shows biased results, with an overestimation of population sizes in the far past, and fails to detect expansions and constant demography (see [S7 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All estimated recombination over mutation ratios can be found in [Table 3](#pgen.1008698.t003){ref-type="table"}.

We now assume $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = \frac{r}{\mu} = 5$, with the mutation and recombination rate respectively set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ and 1.25 × 10^−7^ per generation per nucleotide. Note that fixing $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 5$ means that we estimate the demographic history conditioned on this fixed ratio (which we know to be the true one). Hence, the ratio $\frac{r}{\mu}$ is no longer free to be inferred but fixed. All methods provide strongly biased estimates ([S8 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the estimated demographic histories are very flat. Increasing the ratio $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$ to 100 (or in this case $\frac{r}{\mu} = 100$) further, the estimated demographic history tends to a constant population size ([S9 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). If we now allow the methods to simultaneously estimate demography and the ratio $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$ (the ratio $\frac{r}{\mu}$ is now free to be inferred), using $\frac{r}{\mu}$ (the real value of the molecular ratio) as an input parameter (or initial value) for the estimated $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$, the results exhibit smaller but similar biases as in [S8 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (see [S10 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However if the initial value for $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$ is set to 1 the results exhibit almost no bias ([S11 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In this case, the demographic history is accurately estimated although the estimated ratio $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$ is smaller than $\frac{r}{\mu}$ (see [Table 3](#pgen.1008698.t003){ref-type="table"}). While of general importance, these results have not been highlighted in previous works and we discuss their relevance later on. In the following analyses, we launch eSMC, PSMC', MSMC and MSMC2 to estimate the demographic history and the ratio $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$ kept free to be inferred using $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$ as the initial value.

### Convergence property with dormancy (seed- or egg-banks) {#sec008}

Using eSMC on sequences simulated under the "saw-tooth" scenario in the presence of seed-banks (mutation and recombination rates are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp, [Fig 2](#pgen.1008698.g002){ref-type="fig"}), we obtain an accurate estimation of the demography (*χ*~*t*~) and of the germination rates (*β*). Under four germination rates *β* with values 1 (no seed-bank), 0.5 (two-year seed-bank), 0.2 (long-lived five-year seed-bank) and 0.1 (long-lived ten-year seed-bank), we respectively estimate an average germination rate of 0.92, 0.53, 0.22 and 0.09. As seed-banks affect the time window of the estimated demography, more ancient events can be inferred when *β* \< 1 \[[@pgen.1008698.ref033]\]. In models where seed-banks cannot be accounted for (PSMC', MSMC, MSMC2), census population size is strongly overestimated when *β* \< 1. When seed-banks are long lived (*e.g*. *β* = 0.1, giving a mean dormancy of ten generations), eSMC slightly underestimates *β* and the population size. This is because in presence of strong seed-banks, coalescence times increase, which can lead to violation of the infinite site model. Therefore when the molecular mutation and recombination are set to 5 × 10^−9^ per generation per bp, better fits are obtained ([S12 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Estimated demographic history with seed banking.\
Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb and ten replicates under a saw-tooth demographic scenario (black). The mutation and recombination rates are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = 1$. We simulate under four different germination rates *β* = 1 (red), 0.5 (blue), 0.2 (green) and 0.1 (purple), hence we respectively have $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$, = 0.5,0.2 and 0.1. The demographic history is estimated using a) eSMC, b) MSMC, c) MSMC2 and d) PSMC'. *β*\* represents the estimated germination rate by eSMC.](pgen.1008698.g002){#pgen.1008698.g002}

For simpler demographic scenarios (constant population size, bottleneck, expansion and decrease, see [S13 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and *μ* = *r* = 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp, the germination rate and the demographic histories estimated by eSMC are accurate for most of the demographic scenarios considered, except in the case of a bottleneck scenario (as expected from previous results). In presence of strong seed-banks (*β* = 0.2 or 0.1) there are biases in estimations of the far past. Once again, this tendency disappears when the molecular mutation and recombination rates per site are lowered so as not to violate the infinite site model (*μ* and *r* = 5 × 10^−9^ per generation per bp, see [S14 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Convergence property with self-fertilization {#sec009}

Under the "saw-tooth" scenario with different rates of self-fertilization *σ*, with mutation and recombination rates set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp $\left( \frac{r}{\mu} = 1 \right)$, for four different self-fertilization rates *σ* = 0 (no self-fertilization), 0.5 (50% selfing), 0.8 (80% selfing) and 0.9 (90% selfing), we estimate the self-fertilization rate respectively at 0.19, 0.5, 0.77 and 0.87 ([Fig 3](#pgen.1008698.g003){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, we find that eSMC accurately estimates demography, while MSMC, MSMC2 and PSMC' exhibit a small bias in the estimation of the demographic history. Neglecting self-fertilization therefore seems to be of smaller consequence than neglecting dormancy (see above), as self-fertilization has a very small impact on the the inferred demographic history. Variance in the estimations increase for higher rates of *σ*. When the mutation rate is set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp and the recombination rate to 1.25 × 10^−7^ per generation per nucleotide $\left( \frac{r}{\mu} = 5 \right)$, the self-fertilization rate is overestimated for small values of *σ* ([S15 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), but well estimated for higher values of *σ*. The estimation of the demographic history remains accurate, however, though slightly biased for small values of self-fertilization. The other methods tested (PSMC', MSMC, MSMC2) present stronger biases in the estimated demographic history.

![Estimated demographic history with selfing.\
Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb and ten replicates under a saw-tooth demographic scenario (black). The mutation and recombination rates are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp, and simulations were run for four different self-fertilization rates (*σ* = 0 (red), 0.5 (blue), 0.8 (green) and 0.9 (purple)), and as $\frac{r}{\mu} = 1$, this gives $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$, 0.5,0.2 and 0.1 respectively. The demographic history is estimated using a) eSMC, b) MSMC, c) MSMC2 and d) PSMC'. *σ*\* represents the self-fertilization rate estimated by eSMC.](pgen.1008698.g003){#pgen.1008698.g003}

In the simpler demographic scenarios tested ([S16 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s019){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the rate of self-fertilization is estimated fairly well, though there is an impact of the considered demographic scenario. However, in absence of self-fertilization, eSMC infers a residual rate of self-fertilization (below 0.2). While, the demographic history is accurately estimated.

### Convergence property with both dormancy and self-fertilization {#sec010}

Here we test different combinations of seed/egg-banks and self-fertilization rates that result in the same ratio $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 0.15$, with $\frac{r}{\mu} = 1$ (setting *μ* = *r* = 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp). Self-fertilization and dormancy have opposing effects on the coalescence rate, and thus cannot be simultaneously estimated from whole-genome data alone ([Fig 4](#pgen.1008698.g004){ref-type="fig"}). These two rates are indeed simultaneously non-identifiable. Without any prior knowledge (blue in [Fig 4](#pgen.1008698.g004){ref-type="fig"}), it is not possible for eSMC to estimate the correct set of parameters. However, this shortcoming can be corrected to some extent by setting general "ecological" priors for either *β* or *σ* (*e.g*. 0 ≤ *β* ≤ 0.5 or 0.5 ≤ *σ* ≤ 1). In this case eSMC is able to infer a demographic history of the correct shape, but slightly shifted away from the true values of population size and time. eSMC tends to overestimate the values of *β* and *σ*, a consequence of which is the overestimation of the census population size (see [Fig 4](#pgen.1008698.g004){ref-type="fig"}). However, while integrating prior knowledge on both parameters does not solve the non-identifiability issue, it does reduce the inferred range of values. Hence, including priors on both rates reduces the parameter space for which the confounding effect of joint estimation occurs. This is shown in [S17 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s020){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in a plot showing all possible estimations of coupled variables of *β* and *σ* for a given parameter set. We also test how recombination can influence the output of these models, notably by taking a higher recombination rate (1.667 × 10^−7^ per site per generation), more representative of the high recombination to mutation ratio observed in some species (notably *D. pulex* and *A. thaliana* \[[@pgen.1008698.ref004], [@pgen.1008698.ref045]\]). This gives $\frac{r}{\mu} = 6.667$ and $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$, parameters for which the variance of the demographic history is smaller and the estimation of self-fertilization and germination parameters remain unchanged ([S18 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s021){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All the possible estimated combinations of *β* and *σ*, given different sets of priors for this recombination rate and ratio $\frac{r}{\mu}$ are given in [S19 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s022){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (results similar to those for $\frac{r}{\mu} = 1$ in [S17 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s020){ref-type="supplementary-material"} are observed).

![Estimated demographic history with selfing and seed banking.\
Demographic history estimated by eSMC for ten replicates using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb under a saw-tooth demographic scenario and four different combinations of germination (*β*) and self-fertilization (*σ*) rates but resulting in the same $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$. Mutation and recombination rates are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp, giving $\frac{r}{\mu} = 1$. The four combinations are: a) *σ* = 0.4 and *β* = 0.25, b) *σ* = 0.75 and *β* = 0.6, c) *σ* = 0.85 and *β* = 1 and d) *σ* = 0 and *β* = 0.15. Hence, for each scenario $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 0.15$ For each combination of *β* and *σ*, eSMC was launched with five different prior settings: ignoring seed-banks and self-fertilization (red), accounting for seed-banks and self-fertilization but without setting priors (blue), accounting for seed-banks and self-fertilization with a prior set only for the self-fertilization rate (green), only for the germination rate (orange) or for both (purple). *σ*\* and *β*\* respectively represent the estimated self-fertilization and germination rate.](pgen.1008698.g004){#pgen.1008698.g004}

Inferring self-fertilization, seed-banks and demography in *Arabidopsis thaliana* {#sec011}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using 12 individual whole genome sequence data obtained from two accessions of *A. thaliana* (one from Sweden and the other from Germany), we inferred the demography of each population using eSMC, PSMC', MSMC and MSMC2 ([S20 Fig](#pgen.1008698.s023){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). When ignoring self-fertilization, both populations have a common demographic history, similarly inferred by the different methods, except for MSMC, whose results exhibit a higher variance for the Swedish population. Furthermore, we observe a non-negligible deviation between the recombination rate estimated using these inference methods ($\frac{\rho}{\theta} < 1$) and what has been obtained using experimental approaches ($\frac{r}{\mu} = 5$) \[[@pgen.1008698.ref045]\]. When accounting only for self-fertilization (hence imposing *β* = 1), eSMC estimates a high self-fertilization rate averaged at *σ* = 0.86 in the German population and 0.87 in the Swedish one. These rates are not as high as what has been recorded previously \[[@pgen.1008698.ref036], [@pgen.1008698.ref046]\]. When running analyses per chromosome, we found no significant chromosome effect on these estimations. When simultaneously estimating *β*, *σ* and the population size, we find a slightly lower *σ* = 0.84 in the German population and 0.86 in the Swedish one ([Fig 5](#pgen.1008698.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Here, eSMC estimates a germination rate *β* higher than 0.9 in both populations, implying that there is no long-term seed-bank in either of them.

![Estimated demographic history of *Arabidopsis thalinana*.\
Demographic history of two European (Sweden (S, blue) and German (G, green)) populations of *A. thaliana* estimated using eSMC: a) accounting only for selfing (*σ* is a variable and *β* = 1) and b) accounting simultaneously for selfing and seed-banking (*σ* bounded between 0.5 and 0.99 and *β* bounded between 0.5 and 1). Mutation rate is set to 7 × 10^−9^ per generation per bp and recombination respectively set for chromosome 1 to 5 to 3.4 × 10^−8^, 3.6 × 10^−8^, 3.5 × 10^−8^, 3.8 × 10^−8^, 3.6 × 10^−8^) per generation per bp. *σ*\* and *β*\* respectively represent the estimated self-fertilization and germination rates.](pgen.1008698.g005){#pgen.1008698.g005}

Inferring egg-banks and demography in *Daphnia pulex* {#sec012}
-----------------------------------------------------

The inferred demographic history of a single population of *D. pulex* has a similar shape using eSMC and PSMC' ([Fig 6](#pgen.1008698.g006){ref-type="fig"}). The demographic history estimated by PSMC' is shifted vertically compared to eSMC since dormancy is ignored. The effective population size is hence overestimated compared to eSMC. We fix the self-fertilization rate at *σ* = 0 because during sexual cycles although *D. pulex* in principal could self-fertilize via intraclonal matings during sexual cycles, these matings are rare and it has been shown that selfing is negligible in this case \[[@pgen.1008698.ref004]\]. *D. pulex* reproduces via cyclical parthenogenesis, i.e. alternating phases of ameiotic parthenognenesis (or more exactly abortive meiosis with no or very little recombination \[[@pgen.1008698.ref047], [@pgen.1008698.ref048]\]) and sexual reproduction. Hence, the inferred mean generation time before the hatching of dormant eggs produced by sexual reproduction depends on the number of parthenogenetic cycles that occur on average per year since mutation can occur during ameiotic parthenogenesis but recombination is very unlikely. Here one generation is considered to be of one cycle of asexual or sexual reproduction, several generations taking place in a single year. For this specific population, a maximum of five parthenogenetic cycles before sexual reproduction is assumed \[[@pgen.1008698.ref004]\]. It is important to note that the number of parthenogenetic cycles can affect the ratio $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$. Therefore we tested the effect of the value of the average number of parthenogenetic cycles on the estimation of the germination rate. Independently of the number of parthenogenetic cycles, eSMC always detects dormancy, with *β* \< 0.3. The average dormancy can therefore be bounded between 3 and 18 generations, revealing the existence of at least moderate dormancy in this species.

![Estimated demographic history of *Daphnia pulex*.\
Demographic history estimated by eSMC on six individuals of *D. pulex* accounting for egg-banks (*β* is a variable and *σ* = 0). Different assumptions concerning the number of parthenogenetic cycles before the production of the dormant egg are made: Five cycles (pink), two cycles (red) and no parthenogenesis (dark red). A subset of demographic history estimated by PSMC' are ploted in organge. Mutation and recombination rates are respectively set to 4.33 × 10^−9^ and $\frac{8 \times 10^{- 8}}{n_{p}}$ per generation per bp, where *n*~*p*~ is the number of reproductive cycles per year, parthenogenetic and sexual.](pgen.1008698.g006){#pgen.1008698.g006}

Discussion {#sec013}
==========

The existing statistical inference methods based on full genome polymorphism data estimate the past demographic history under the assumptions of a model that is violated in many species. Here, we develop a method where ecological and life history traits can not only be accounted for, but can also be inferred from sequence data along with the past demography. Ecology and life history traits can affect *ρ* and *θ* differently and our HMM can detect these differences through the estimation of $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$. However, this implies that some knowledge of the molecular ratio of recombination over mutation ($\frac{r}{\mu}$) is required. We demonstrate the capacity of our method to accurately recover the germination rate (and therefore the presence and strength of dormancy), though simulated results show that the violation of the infinite site assumption can lead to it being slightly underestimated. In a similar way, our model can also retrieve the self-fertilization rate and we show that for high rates (*σ* ≥ 0.9), more data are required to compensate for the variance observed and increase the accuracy of the estimation. Finally, our model cannot disentangle the genomic signatures of self-fertilization and seed-banks due to non-identifiability. The simultaneous estimation should thus be avoided, and only be performed if a priori knowledge on the presence seed-banks (or a dormant stage) as well as reproductive mode is available \[[@pgen.1008698.ref021], [@pgen.1008698.ref023]\].

We demonstrate that, even in the absence of self-fertilization and dormancy, the accuracy of eSMC in inferring demographic history is similar to, and in several cases better than, other methods that are widely used. This is due to several factors: 1) eSMC runs all pairwise analysis, increasing the amount of available information and the capacity to bound estimated values, 2) MSMC infers demographic history in a more recent time window, and requires more data for estimations with lower variance, and 3) Although MSMC2 also performs all pairwise analysis, the demographic history is estimated over a larger time window than any other tested methods, using the same amount of data, which increases the variance of the estimations. It is important to note that abrupt or sudden scenarios, such as bottlenecks, are difficult to infer, irrespective of the method used \[[@pgen.1008698.ref049]\]. The effect of sharp (sudden) demographic events on allele frequencies can in fact be delayed for a small sample size, explaining why the demographic history of the bottleneck is smoothed \[[@pgen.1008698.ref050]\]. Because our model can efficiently integrate information from several sequences and chromosomes, it gives good convergence properties with only a few relatively short sequences (a total of 10 Mb is sufficient, but each scaffold should be longer than 1 Mb). eSMC therefore allows an accurate estimation of demographic history with just one or two sequenced individuals. When using this method the quality of the genetic sequences should prevail over their quantity (in this, our method is similar to PSMC').

Throughout the paper we have highlighted two main ratios that are of great importance when using inference methods: the ratios $\frac{r}{\mu}$ and $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$, respectively the per site molecular and effective ratios of recombination over mutation rate. We have used the deviation between $\frac{r}{\mu}$ and $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$ to estimate the self-fertilization and/or germination rate. We also show that the demographic history can contribute to a departure of $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$ from $\frac{r}{\mu}$. Indeed, care must be taken concerning the initial value used for $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$: if the initial value is greater than one, the inferred demographic history will be flattened, regardless of the actual value of $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$. Furthermore, if the true value of $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$ is indeed greater than one, similar biases are expected, such as flattened demographic history. This observation, which is true irrespective of the presence of seed-banks or self-fertilization, is due to insufficient information to correctly reconstruct the local coalescenct trees, as a high ratio $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$ implies that few SNPs are present between the recombination spots on the genome. We highlight that the importance of $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$ for inference was mentioned in \[[@pgen.1008698.ref010]\], but has largely been ignored in the literature on SMC-based methods, despite the fact that a ratio of $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$ greater than one significantly alters the accuracy of inference.

When applying eSMC to sequences data of *A. thaliana*, we find evidence of strong self-fertilization with an estimated selfing rate around 0.87. However, this rate is slightly smaller than what is known empirically for this species, where the current rate of self-fertilization has been estimated at 0.99 \[[@pgen.1008698.ref036]\]. There are three possible explanations for this discrepancy. First, *A. thaliana* most probably evolved from outcrossing to highly self-fertilizing less than 400 thousand years ago \[[@pgen.1008698.ref046]\], whereas our demographic inference dates further in the past. Self-fertilization would therefore have appeared within the time window of the inferred demographic history. As a consequence, our estimate of self-fertilization (constant in time) reflects the average effect of the varying the real self-fertilization rate within the time window. Second, the under-estimation may be due to limits of the self-fertilization model, which accounts only for homologous recombination events. Yet, other types of recombination or chromosomic re-arrangements do occur in genomes. These non-accounted for mechanisms could increase the signature of recombination leading to an underestimation of the self-fertilization rate. Third, we infer the self-fertilization rate of a single population in isolation (Germany or Sweden) while the past demography of *A. thaliana* consists of episodes of admixture, migration and recolonization from glacial refugia \[[@pgen.1008698.ref003], [@pgen.1008698.ref051]\], all of which are ignored in our model. The resulting complex population structure likely has an effect on our estimates (see discussion in \[[@pgen.1008698.ref052]\]).

It has long been observed that many *Daphnia* species, including *D. pulex*, have resting egg-banks. The sequences analyzed using eSMC agree with this hypothesis, as we find strong evidence of dormancy. The inferred duration of dormancy greatly depends on the number of parthenogenetic generations between sexual reproduction events. Indeed, parthenogenetic cycles increase the number of mutations compared to recombination events. If we take two extreme scenarios for the specific sampled population (no parthenogenesis versus 5 generations of parthenogenesis \[[@pgen.1008698.ref004]\]) we find a duration of dormancy between 3 and 18 generations. This is in agreement with empirical observations \[[@pgen.1008698.ref021], [@pgen.1008698.ref039]\], and confirms the major role of egg-banks in maintaining diversity in this species. The sequences used here originate from an ephemeral (*i.e*. non-permanent pond), and populations in such environments are expected to have both higher rates of sexual reproduction as well as longer-lived egg-banks \[[@pgen.1008698.ref039]\]. It would therefore be interesting to test the existence of egg-banks and assess the germination rates in several *Daphnia* species and from different permanent and ephemeral water bodies. Our method presents a way forward to the detection of egg/seed/spore-banks of many invertebrates, plant and fungal species, as well as their past demographic history using sequence data (as experimental validation of dormancy is difficult to obtain \[[@pgen.1008698.ref025], [@pgen.1008698.ref031]\]).

Our method represents a first step for the integration of ecological traits in whole genome sequence analysis through the ratio $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$. We nevertheless advise caution when using our proposed, or other HMM methods (further advice and recommendations are found in \[[@pgen.1008698.ref053]\]), for the inference of demography, as some assumptions may still be violated. For example we assume that mutations occur in the seed/egg-bank (a consequence of DNA damage) at the same rate as in the active population. While there is support in plants for this hypothesis \[[@pgen.1008698.ref054], [@pgen.1008698.ref055]\], we have no knowledge of supporting data in *Daphnia*. If mutations occur in seeds/eggs at a slower rate, we predict the estimation of dormancy to be a conservative lower bound, meaning that the seed/egg-bank is actually longer lived (*e.g*. \[[@pgen.1008698.ref025]\]). Note finally, that all results rely on the quality of the sequences used and of the reference genome assembly.

In conclusion, the presented method is the first, to our knowledge, allowing the joint estimation of life-history traits and past demographic history based on full genome data. It is specifically adapted to the many species presenting violations of the classic Wright-Fisher model, and can be used to study the evolution of seed/egg-banking as an important bet-hedging strategy with large consequences on the rate of genome evolution \[[@pgen.1008698.ref031]\].

Materials and methods {#sec014}
=====================

ecological Sequentially Markovian coalescenct(eSMC) {#sec015}
---------------------------------------------------

The eSMC is a Hidden Markov Model along two haplotypes. It is an extension to the PSMC' algorithm \[[@pgen.1008698.ref012]\]. It adds the possibility of taking seed-banks and self-fertilization into account and simultaneously estimating their rates along with the demographic history. As in PSMC', we assume neutrality, an infinite site model and a piece-wise constant population size. To define our HMM we need to precisely define all the following objects: the signal (observed data), the hidden states (coalescence time), the emission probabilities (probabilities of observing the data conditional to the hidden states), transition probabilities (probabilities of jump from one hidden state to another) and the probabilities of the initial hidden states. The demonstrations of the results presented here can be found in [S1 Appendix](#pgen.1008698.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The signal (or observed data) depends on the hidden state and is a chain of 0s and 1s. To construct this signal, as in PSMC', two genome sequences are compared at each position; if, at a given position, the two nucleotides are the same on both sequences, this is indicated by a 0, otherwise by a 1. As is necessary in HMM, the number of hidden states (or the coalescence times) must be finite, which is achieved by discretizing time. Therefore, the hidden state at one position is *α* if the coalescence time between the two haplotypes at that position is between *T*~*α*~ and *T*~*α*+1~. Given the model parameters, we know the expected coalescence time (which is $\frac{\left( 2 - \sigma \right)}{2\beta^{2}}$), and we define *T*~*α*~ as: $$\begin{array}{r}
{T_{\alpha} = \frac{- \left( 2 - \sigma \right)\ln\left( 1 - \frac{\alpha}{k} \right)}{2\beta^{2}}} \\
\end{array}$$ Here, *k* is the number of hidden states and *α* is an integer value between 0 and *k* − 1. *σ* and *β* are the self-fertilization and the germination rate, respectively.

The emission probability *P* is the probability of observing the signal (chain of 0's and 1's) conditional to the hidden states (coalescence time). As in the PSMC' algorithm, we consider an infinite site model. The emission rate is therefore given by: $$\begin{array}{r}
\begin{array}{r}
{P\left( 0 \middle| \alpha \right) = 1 - e^{- 2\mu t_{\alpha}}} \\
{P\left( 1 \middle| \alpha \right) = e^{- 2\mu t_{\alpha}},} \\
\end{array} \\
\end{array}$$ Where *μ* is the mutation rate per base pair and *t*~*α*~ the expected coalescence time in interval *α*. We find: $$\begin{array}{r}
\begin{array}{r}
{t_{\alpha} = \frac{T_{\alpha} - T_{\alpha + 1}e^{- \Delta_{\alpha}\Lambda_{\alpha}}}{\left( 1 - e^{- \Delta_{\alpha}\Lambda_{\alpha}} \right)} + \frac{1}{\Lambda_{\alpha}}} \\
\end{array} \\
\end{array}$$ With: $$\begin{array}{r}
{\Delta_{\alpha} = T_{\alpha + 1} - T_{\alpha}\mspace{720mu}\text{,}\mspace{720mu}\Lambda_{\alpha} = \frac{2\beta^{2}}{\left( 2 - \sigma \right)\chi_{\alpha}}\mspace{720mu}\text{,}\mspace{720mu}\text{and}\mspace{720mu}\chi_{\alpha} = N_{\alpha}/N_{e}} \\
\end{array}$$ Where Δ~*α*~ is the duration (in coalescence time) of interval *α*, *Λ*~*α*~ is the coalescence rate in the time window *α*, *N* is the effective population size and *N*~*α*~ is the population size during the time interval *α*. Using *N* and *N*~*α*~, we can calculate *χ*~*α*~ which represents the variation of population size over time. It is this value that is inferred by the model.

The transition probabilities are the probabilities of going from one hidden state to another. We find: $$\begin{array}{r}
\begin{array}{r}
{p\left( \alpha \middle| \gamma \right) = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{\frac{P_{\gamma}}{2t_{\gamma}}(\left( \sum\limits_{\eta = 1}^{\alpha - 1}\frac{\left( 1 - e^{- 2\Delta_{\alpha}\Lambda_{\alpha}} \right)e^{- \int_{T_{\eta + 1}}^{T_{\alpha}}2\Lambda_{v}dv}\left( 1 - e^{- \Delta_{\eta}2\Lambda_{\eta}} \right)}{2\Lambda_{\eta}} \right)} \\
{\qquad\qquad + \left( \Delta_{\alpha} - \frac{\left( 1 - e^{- \Delta_{\alpha}2\Lambda_{\alpha}} \right)}{2\Lambda_{\alpha}} \right))} \\
{\qquad\qquad\alpha < \gamma} \\
{\frac{P_{\gamma}}{t_{\gamma}}(\sum\limits_{\eta = 1}^{\gamma - 1}e^{- \int_{T_{\eta + 1}}^{t_{\gamma}}2\Lambda_{v}dv}\frac{\left( 1 - e^{- 2\Delta_{\eta}\Lambda_{\eta}} \right)}{2\Lambda_{\eta}}} \\
{\qquad\qquad\qquad + \frac{\left( 1 - e^{2{(T_{\gamma} - t_{\gamma})}\Lambda_{\gamma}} \right.}{2\Lambda_{\gamma}})e^{- \int_{t_{\gamma}}^{T_{\alpha}}\Lambda_{v}dv}\left( 1 - e^{- \Delta_{\alpha}\Lambda_{\alpha}} \right)} \\
{\alpha > \gamma} \\
{1 - \left( \sum\limits_{\alpha = 0}^{\gamma - 1}p\left( \alpha \middle| \gamma \right) + \sum\limits_{\alpha = \gamma + 1}^{k}p\left( \alpha \middle| \gamma \right) \right)} \\
{\alpha = \gamma} \\
\end{matrix}\operatorname{} \right.} \\
\end{array} \\
\end{array}$$ Where *P*~γ~ is the recombination probability between two base-pairs: $$\begin{array}{r}
{P_{\gamma} = \left( 1 - e^{- 2rt_{\gamma}\frac{2\beta(1 - \sigma)}{(2 - \sigma)}} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$ The initial probability corresponds to the first state probability. We assume this probability to be the equilibrium probability *q*~*o*~(*α*) (probability of being in state *α* at the first position). We find: $$\begin{array}{r}
{q_{o}\left( \alpha \right) = e^{\sum\limits_{\eta = 0}^{\alpha - 1} - \Lambda_{\eta}\Delta_{\eta}}\left( 1 - e^{- \Delta_{\alpha}\Lambda_{\alpha}} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$

Simulated (pseudo-observed) sequence data {#sec016}
-----------------------------------------

Throughout this paper we use five different demographic scenarios: 1) constant population size, 2) expansion, 3) bottleneck and recovery, 4) decrease and 5) "saw-tooth" (a succession of expansions and decreases). These scenarios are simulated for different combinations of the self-fertilization rate (0 ≤ *σ* ≤ 0.9) and the germination rate (0.1 ≤ *β* ≤ 1). Different sequence lengths are tested, as are combinations of mutation and recombination rates. To simulate our data, we use a modified version of the coalescence simulation program scrm \[[@pgen.1008698.ref056]\]. This modified version integrates seed-banking (or egg-banking) and self-fertilization. The simulator is available on our GitHub repository (<https://github.com/TPPSellinger/escrm>). All the command lines can be found in [S2 Appendix](#pgen.1008698.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. On all the simulated data, four different algorithms are used to estimate demographic history and recombination rate: our algorithm eSMC, which we compare to PSMC', MSMC and MSMC2. PSMC', MSMC and MSMC2 are run with default parameter and 1 as initial value for $\frac{\rho}{\theta}$.

Sequence data {#sec017}
-------------

We use 12 whole genome sequences (hence all five chromosomes) of European *A. thaliana* from the 1001 genome project \[[@pgen.1008698.ref003], [@pgen.1008698.ref051]\], six individuals sampled in Sweden (id: 5830, 5836, 5865, 6077, 6085 and 6087) and six from Germany (id: 7231, 7250, 7255, 7337, 7415 and 7419). Each individual is considered haploid because of very high levels of homozygosity \[[@pgen.1008698.ref019]\]. We obtained polymorphism data (that is processed vcf files) from the authors of the study \[[@pgen.1008698.ref019]\]. The mapping to the reference genome and SNP call was performed based on the pipeline in \[[@pgen.1008698.ref019]\]. The mutation rate is set at 7 × 10^−9^ per generation per bp \[[@pgen.1008698.ref057]\] and the chromosome specific recombination rates are 3.4 × 10^−8^, 3.6 × 10^−8^, 3.5 × 10^−8^, 3.8 × 10^−8^, 3.6 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp for chromosome 1 to 5 respectively \[[@pgen.1008698.ref045]\]. We first run the four different algorithms to estimate the demographic history and recombination rate (ignoring self-fertilization and seed-banks for eSMC). Analysis are run per chromosome (represented by the different lines in the figures). We then analyse the data again with eSMC, first accounting only for self-fertilization (*β* is fixed to 1 and *σ* is estimated), and then accounting for both self-fertilization and seed-banks using reasonable priors (0.5 ≤ *β* ≤ 1 and 0.5 ≤ *σ* ≤ 1).

To infer the demographic history and the dormancy rates of *D. pulex*, we use six whole genome sequences from \[[@pgen.1008698.ref004]\](id: SRR5004865, SRR5004866, SRR5004867, SRR5004868, SRR5004869 and SRR5004872) which are available under the accession SAMN06005639 in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA). We used the reference genome assembly PA42 v3.0 which is available at the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) nucleotide sequencing database under accession PRJEB14656 \[[@pgen.1008698.ref058]\]. The raw data was first trimmed using bbtools to remove duplicates, trim adapters, remove synthetic artifacts, spike-ins and perform quality-trimming based on minimum read quality of 40. Then we mapped reads using bwa (default parameters) onto the reference genome \[[@pgen.1008698.ref059]\]. We used Samtools to convert sam to bam files \[[@pgen.1008698.ref060]\] and GATK to remove PCR duplicates and perform local realignment around indels \[[@pgen.1008698.ref061]\]. We used freebayes to call the SNPs and vcftools for post-processing (filtering). The pipeline is available on the GitHub repository: <https://github.com/TPPSellinger/Daphnia_pulex_data>. Note that the reference genome consists of 1,822 scaffolds (average length of 85,849) and thus to avoid bias in the analyses, we only kept scaffolds above 1 Mb retaining only the 19 largest scaffolds. As the phasing quality could not be guaranteed, we analyze sequence data of each *D. pulex* individual separately. The mutation rate is set at 4.33 × 10^−9^ per generation per bp \[[@pgen.1008698.ref062]\] and the recombination rate at 8 × 10^−8^ per event of sexual reproduction per bp \[[@pgen.1008698.ref004], [@pgen.1008698.ref063]\]. So as to account for the number of generations before sexual reproduction takes place, the recombination rate is re-scaled by *n*~*p*~ which represents the total number of generations per year. If we consider *n*~*p*~ = 5, the recombination rate is scaled by 0.2 \[[@pgen.1008698.ref004]\]. We also test how the number of parthenogenetic generations between sexual reproductive events could affect the quality of the inference, and rescale the recombination rate accordingly. The scenarios we test are: no parthenogenesis, two generations of parthenogenesis and five generations of parthenogenesis, therefore rescaling the recombination rate by 1, 0.5 and 0.2 respectively. The sequences of each individual are analyzed with PSMC' and eSMC only, as MSMC and MSMC2 require accurate and reliable phasing, which is not the case for these sequences. We then account for egg-banks using eSMC and imposing no priors on *β* and setting *σ* = 0. The multihetsep files for *A. thaliana* and *D. pulex* analysis are available on the GitHub repository (<https://github.com/TPPSellinger/Daphnia_pulex_data> and <https://github.com/TPPSellinger/Arabidopsis_thaliana_data>).

Supporting information {#sec018}
======================

###### Complete model description.

Full and detailed description of the model and it's implementation, including mathematical demonstrations.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Command lines.

Contains all scrm command line to reproduce all tested scenario.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Numerical data.

File containing all numerical data presented in this study. It contains all plotted results and all requirements to build summary statistics.

(ZIP)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history in absence of selfing or seed banking using sequences of 10 Mb.

Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb under a saw-tooth demographic scenario with 10 replicates. Mutation and recombination rate are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = \frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$. The simulated demographic history is represented in black. a) Demographic history estimated by eSMC (red). b) Demographic history estimated by MSMC (purple). c) Demographic history estimated by MSMC2 (blue). d) Demographic history estimated by PSMC' (orange).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history in absence of selfing or seed banking using sequences of 10 Mb when all method have same discretization of the population size as eSMC).

Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb under a saw-tooth demographic scenario with 10 replicates. Mutation and recombination rate are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = \frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$. The simulated demographic history is represented in black. a) Demographic history estimated by eSMC (red). b) Demographic history estimated by MSMC (purple). c) Demographic history estimated by MSMC2 (blue). d) Demographic history estimated by PSMC' (orange).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history in absence of selfing or seed banking using sequences of 1 Mb.

Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 1 Mb under a saw-tooth scenario with 10 replicates. Mutation and recombination rate are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = \frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$. The simulated demographic history is represented in black. a) Demographic history estimated by eSMC (red). b) Demographic history estimated by MSMC (purple). c) Demographic history estimated by MSMC2 (blue). d) Demographic history estimated by PSMC' (orange).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history using eSMC in four simple demographic scenarios.

Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb under 4 different demographic scenarios with 10 replicates. Mutation and recombination rate are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = \frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$. The simulated demographic history is represented in black. a) Demographic history simulated under a constant population size. b) Demographic history simulated under a bottleneck. c) Demographic history simulated under an expansion. d) Demographic history simulated under a decrease. Demographic history estimated by eSMC is in red.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history using PSMC' in four simple demographic scenarios.

Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb under 4 different demographic scenarios with 10 replicates. Mutation and recombination rate are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = \frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$. The simulated demographic history is represented in black. a) Demographic history simulated under a constant population size. b) Demographic history simulated under a bottleneck. c) Demographic history simulated under an expansion. d) Demographic history simulated under a decrease. Demographic history estimated by PSMC' is in orange.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history using MSMC in four simple demographic scenarios.

Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb under 4 different demographic scenarios with 10 replicates. Mutation and recombination rate are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = \frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$. The simulated demographic history is represented in black. a) Demographic history simulated under a constant population size. b) Demographic history simulated under a bottleneck. c) Demographic history simulated under an expansion. d) Demographic history simulated under a decrease. Demographic history estimated by MSMC is in purple.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history using MSMC2 in four simple demographic scenarios.

Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb under 4 different demographic scenarios with 10 replicates. Mutation and recombination rate are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = \frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$. The simulated demographic history is represented in black. a) Demographic history simulated under a constant population size. b) Demographic history simulated under a bottleneck. c) Demographic history simulated under an expansion. d) Demographic history simulated under a decrease. Demographic history estimated by MSMC2 is in blue.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history under $\frac{r}{\mu} = 5$.

Results are obtained by fixing recombination rate to real value. Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb under a saw-tooth scenario with 10 replicates. Mutation and recombination rate are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ and 1.25 × 10^−7^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = \frac{\rho}{\theta} = 5$. The simulated demographic history is represented in black. a) Demographic history estimated by eSMC (red). b) Demographic history estimated by MSMC (purple). c) Demographic history estimated by MSMC2 (blue). d) Demographic history estimated by PSMC' (orange).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history under $\frac{r}{\mu} = 100$.

Results are obtained by fixing recombination rate to real value. Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb under a saw-tooth scenario with 10 replicates. Mutation and recombination rate are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ and 2.5 × 10^−6^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = \frac{\rho}{\theta} = 100$. The simulated demographic history is represented in black. a) Demographic history estimated by eSMC (red). b) Demographic history estimated by MSMC (purple). c) Demographic history estimated by MSMC2 (blue). d) Demographic history estimated by PSMC' (orange).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history under $\frac{r}{\mu} = 5$ with initial value $\frac{r}{\mu} = 5$.

Results are obtained by estimating recombination rate with initial value equal to mutation rate ($\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 5$). Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb under a saw-tooth scenario with 10 replicates. Mutation and recombination rate are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ and 1.25 × 10^−7^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = \frac{\rho}{\theta} = 5$. The simulated demographic history is represented in black. a) Demographic history estimated by eSMC (red). b) Demographic history estimated by MSMC (purple). c) Demographic history estimated by MSMC2 (blue). d) Demographic history estimated by PSMC' (orange).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history under $\frac{r}{\mu} = 5$ with initial value $\frac{r}{\mu} = 1$.

Results are obtained by estimating recombination rate with initial value equal to mutation rate ($\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$). Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb under a saw-tooth scenario with 10 replicates. Mutation and recombination rate are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ and 1.25 × 10^−7^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = \frac{\rho}{\theta} = 5$. The simulated demographic history is represented in black. a) Demographic history estimated by eSMC (red). b) Demographic history estimated by MSMC (purple). c) Demographic history estimated by MSMC2 (blue). d) Demographic history estimated by PSMC' (orange).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history with seed banking and *μ* = 5 × 10^−9^.

Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb and ten replicates under a saw-tooth demographic scenario (black). Simulation were done under four different germination rate *β* (1,0.5,0.2 and 0.1). The mutation and recombination rates are set to 5 × 10^−9^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = 1$ and respectively $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$, $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 0.5$,$\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 0.2$ and $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 0.1$. Estimated demographic history are represented for all tested germination rate, *β* = 1 (red), 0.5 (blue), 0.2 (green) and 0.1 (purple). The demographic history is estimated using a) eSMC where *β*\* equal the estimated germination rate, b) MSMC, c) MSMC2 and d) PSMC'.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history in four simple demographic scenarios with seed banking.

Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb under four different demographic scenarios with 10 replicates. Mutation and recombination rate are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp. Simulation were done under four different germination rate *β*. We have *β* = 1 (red), 0.5 (blue), 0.2 (green) and 0.1 (purple). Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = 1$ and we respectively have $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$, $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 0.5$,$\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 0.2$ and $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 0.1$. The simulated demographic history is represented in black. a) Demographic history simulated under a constant population size. b) Demographic history simulated under a bottleneck. c) Demographic history simulated under an expansion. d) Demographic history simulated under a decrease. In addition we simulated data under four different germination rate *β*. *β*\* equal the estimated germination rate.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history in four simple demographic scenarios with seed banking where *μ* = 5 × 10^−9^.

Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb under four different demographic scenarios with 10 replicates. Mutation and recombination rate are set to 5 × 10^−9^ per generation per bp. Simulation were done under four different germination rate b. We have *β* = 1 (red), 0.5 (blue), 0.2 (green) and 0.1 (purple). Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = 1$ and we respectively have $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$, $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 0.5$,$\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 0.2$ and $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 0.1$. The simulated demographic history is represented in black. a) Demographic history simulated under a constant population size. b) Demographic history simulated under a bottleneck. c) Demographic history simulated under an expansion. d) Demographic history simulated under a decrease. In addition we simulated data under four different germination rate *β*. *β*\* equal the estimated germination rate.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history with selfing under $\frac{r}{\mu} = 5$.

Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb and ten replicates under a saw-tooth demographic scenario (black). Simulation were done under four different self-fertilization rate *σ* (0,0.5,0.8 and 0.9). The mutation is set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ and the recombination rate to 1.25 × 10^−7^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = 5$ and respectively $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 5$, $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 2.5$,$\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$ and $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 0.5$. Estimated demographic history are represented for all tested self-fertilization, *σ* = 1 (red), 0.5 (blue), 0.2 (green) and 0.1 (purple). The demographic history is estimated using a) eSMC where *σ*\* equals the estimated self-fertilization rate, b) MSMC, c) MSMC2 and d) PSMC'.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history in four simple demographic scenarios with selfing.

Estimated demographic history using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb under four different demographic scenarios with 10 replicates. Mutation and recombination rate are set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp. Simulation were done under four different self-fertilization rate *σ* (0,0.5,0.8 and 0.9). Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = 1$ and respectively $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$, $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 0.5$,$\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 0.2$ and $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 0.1$. The simulated demographic history is represented in black. a) Demographic history simulated under a constant population size. b) Demographic history simulated under a bottleneck. c) Demographic history simulated under an expansion. d) Demographic history simulated under a decrease. In addition we simulated data under four different self-fertilization rate *σ*. We have *σ* = 0 (red), 0.5 (blue), 0.8 (green) and 0.9 (purple). *σ*\* equal the estimated self-fertilization rate.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Possible selfing and seed banking value where $\frac{r}{\mu} = 1$.

Possible estimated self-fertilization and germination rates because of confounding effect using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb under a saw-tooth demographic scenario and four different combinations of germination (b) and self-fertilization (s) rate but resulting in the same $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 0.15$. Mutation rate is set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ and recombination rate to 2.5 × 10^−8^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = 1$. The four combination are: a) *σ* = 0.4 and *β* = 0.2, b) *σ* = 0.857 and *β* = 0.6, c) *σ* = 0.919 and *β* = 1 and d) *σ* = 0 and *β* = 0.15. Hence, for each scenario $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 0.15$ For each combination of *β* and *σ*, eSMC was launched with five different prior settings: ignoring seed banks and self-fertilization (red), accounting for seed banks and self-fertilization but without setting priors (blue), accounting for seed banks and self-fertilization with a prior set only for the self-fertilization rate (green), only for the germination rate (orange) or for both (purple).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history with selfing and seed banking where $\frac{r}{\mu} = 6.667$.

Demographic history estimated by eSMC for ten replicates using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb under a saw-tooth demographic scenario and four different combinations of germination (b) and self-fertilization (s) rate but resulting in the same $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$. Mutation rate is set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ and recombination rate to 1.667 × 10^−7^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = 6.67$. The four combination are: a) *σ* = 0.4 and *β* = 0.25, b) *σ* = 0.75 and *β* = 0.6, c) *σ* = 0.85 and *β* = 1 and d) *σ* = 0 and *β* = 0.15. Hence, for each scenario $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$ For each combination of *β* and *σ*, eSMC was launched with five different prior settings: ignoring seed banks and self-fertilization (red), accounting for seed banks and self-fertilization but without setting priors (blue), accounting for seed banks and self-fertilization with a prior set only for the self-fertilization rate (green), only for the germination rate (orange) or for both (purple). *σ*\* and *β*\* respectively represent the estimated self-fertilization and germination rate.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Possible selfing and seed banking value where $\frac{r}{\mu} = 6.667$.

Possible estimated self-fertilization and germination rates because of confounding effect using four simulated sequences of 10 Mb under a saw-tooth demographic scenario and four different combinations of germination (b) and self-fertilization (s) rate but resulting in the same $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$. Mutation rate is set to 2.5 × 10^−8^ and recombination rate to 1.667 × 10^−7^ per generation per bp. Therefore $\frac{r}{\mu} = 1$. The four combination are: a) *σ* = 0.4 and *β* = 0.2, b) *σ* = 0.857 and *β* = 0.6, c) *σ* = 0.919 and *β* = 1 and d) *σ* = 0 and *β* = 0.15. Hence, for each scenario $\frac{\rho}{\theta} = 1$ For each combination of *β* and *σ*, eSMC was launched with five different prior settings: ignoring seed banks and self-fertilization (red), accounting for seed banks and self-fertilization but without setting priors (blue), accounting for seed banks and self-fertilization with a prior set only for the self-fertilization rate (green), only for the germination rate (orange) or for both (purple).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Estimated demographic history of *Arabidopsis thaliana* where selfing and seed banking is ignored.

Demographic history of two European (Sweden (blue) and German (green)) populations of *A. thaliana*. Mutation rate is set to 7 × 10^−9^ per generation per bp and was use as prior for recombination rate. a) Demographic history estimated by eSMC without accounting self-fertilzation or dormancy. b) Demographic history estimated by MSMC. c) Demographic history estimated by MSMC2. d) Demographic history estimated by PSMC'.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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Dear Dr Sellinger,

Thank you very much for submitting your Research Article entitled \'Inference of past demography, dormancy and self-fertilization rates from whole genome sequence data\' to PLOS Genetics. Your manuscript was fully evaluated at the editorial level and by 3 independent peer reviewers. The reviewers appreciated the attention to an important problem, but raised some substantial concerns about the current manuscript. The main concern expressed by several reviewers focuses on the novelty of this approach and whether it represents a real improvement over the approaches it is clearly based upon. We would emphasize that the authors pay close attention to addressing this question, along with others raised in the reviews.

Based on the reviews, however, we will not be able to accept this version of the manuscript, but we would be willing to review again a much-revised version. We cannot, of course, promise publication at that time.

Should you decide to revise the manuscript for further consideration here, your revisions should address the specific points made by each reviewer. We will also require a detailed list of your responses to the review comments and a description of the changes you have made in the manuscript.

If you decide to revise the manuscript for further consideration at PLOS Genetics, please aim to resubmit within the next 60 days, unless it will take extra time to address the concerns of the reviewers, in which case we would appreciate an expected resubmission date by email to <plosgenetics@plos.org>.

If present, accompanying reviewer attachments are included with this email; please notify the journal office if any appear to be missing. They will also be available for download from the link below. You can use this link to log into the system when you are ready to submit a revised version, having first consulted our [Submission Checklist](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/submit-now#loc-submission-checklist).

To enhance the reproducibility of your results, we recommend that you deposit your laboratory protocols in protocols.io, where a protocol can be assigned its own identifier (DOI) such that it can be cited independently in the future. For instructions see our [guidelines](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/submission-guidelines#loc-materials-and-methods).

Please be aware that our [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/data-availability) requires that all numerical data underlying graphs or summary statistics are included with the submission, and you will need to provide this upon resubmission if not already present. In addition, we do not permit the inclusion of phrases such as \"data not shown\" or \"unpublished results\" in manuscripts. All points should be backed up by data provided with the submission.

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the [Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine](http://pace.apexcovantage.com/) (PACE) digital diagnostic tool.  PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>.

PLOS has incorporated [Similarity Check](http://www.crossref.org/crosscheck.html), powered by iThenticate, into its journal-wide submission system in order to screen submitted content for originality before publication. Each PLOS journal undertakes screening on a proportion of submitted articles. You will be contacted if needed following the screening process.

To resubmit, use the link below and \'Revise Submission\' in the \'Submissions Needing Revision\' folder.

\[LINK\]

We are sorry that we cannot be more positive about your manuscript at this stage. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any concerns or questions.

Yours sincerely,

Rodney Mauricio, Ph.D.

Associate Editor
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Gregory P. Copenhaver

Editor-in-Chief
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Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Authors:**

**Please note here if the review is uploaded as an attachment.**

Reviewer \#1: The inference of historical population size changes from genome

sequence data has received a lot of attention in recent

years. Sellinger et al. build on previous work in the Tellier group by

incorporating self-fertilization and seed dormancy into the

established HMM-framework. They show that their method, which they

call eSMC, infers population sizes in the presence of these

confounding factors more reliably than the three published methods

MSMC, MSMC2, and PSMC. The authors also find that dormancy has a

stronger effect on estimation than selfing.

The authors supply two accompanying programs: scrm for simulating data

under their model, and the R-package eSMC for estimation. The programs

run as described, though the test script hasn\'t finished yet after

over one hour and is producing a host of \"unsuccessful convergence\"

messages. It would therefore much improve the paper if the authors

supplied more extensive user documentation than their current README.

Apart from that, eSMC looks like a useful addition to the popgen

toolkit. My suggestions for further improving the paper concern again

mainly the computational side:

\- p. 9, l 207ff: \"our implementation in R is thus slightly slower, but

still allows whole genome sequence analysis of several individuals

in reasonable amount of time\". This could be made more concrete: How

does the run time of eSMC vary as a function of the number of

polymorphisms, individuals, etc.?

\- p. 17, l. 393f: The authors explain that the greater accuracy of

their model is due to running all pairwise analyses. This sounds

like a classical trade-off between accuracy and computational

effort. Again, a systematic study of run time as a function of

pertinent parameters would be helpful to users wishing to apply

eSMC.

\- p. 45, Table 2: This contains only the averages of the results

returned by the various methods. Variances would also be useful for

establishing their relative merits.

\- Minor: The authors repeatedly refer to \"coalescent times\"

(e.g. p. 7, l. 151) where they might prefer to write \"coalescence

times\" instead.

Reviewer \#2: The paper presents a new method to infer demographic history and two important ecological parameters from genomic data, namely the self-fertilization rate and seed dormancy. The model is essentially a modified PSMC/PSMC\' model, and the two additional parameters are important within plant population genetics and ecology. I think the key model and results are supported by evidence, and the authors have already provided many tests and simulations to assess the accuracy of their method and to compare with previous methods.

Before I outline some comments, as a general note: Providing the figures completely separate from the captions (and not even in the right order), and again completely separate from the main text makes life unnecessarily hard for reviewers! I think PLOS Genetics should encourage authors to submit nicely integrated documents to be sent to the reviewers instead of this puzzle work where one has to go back and forth between main text, figure captions and actual figures.

I have some major requests for clarification and comments:

\- I generally don\'t fully understand how this model (eSMC) is different from MSMC2 or PSMC\'. As far as I understand from the model description (section 2 in the main text) and SI 1, eSMC is \_exactly\_ a PSMC\' model, but with modified coalescence and recombination rates. If that is the case, then MSMC2 with a freely inferred recombination rate, and freely inferred coalescence rates, should be exactly equivalent to eSMC after rescaling those coalescence and recombination rates, or do I miss something? I think it\'s totally fine to reimplement it and integrate the two additional parameters beta and sigma more tightly into the inference framework, but the reader should be fully aware of what the differences to previous methods are. If the only difference are i) a re-interpretation of the effective coalescence and recombination rates obtained by PSMC\', and ii) the pairwise running-scheme over all haplotypes (which is already the case in MSMC2 I think), then that should be said more clearly.

\- Given the above point, I don\'t understand why the results between eSMC and MSMC2 are so different in terms of variance of results. Why has eSMC so much less variance in recent times compared to MSMC2? Specifically the differences between Figure S3 (eSMC) and S4 (PSMC) are striking. I can think of no good reason why eSMC should have less variance than MSMC2. It runs on the same amount of data and has the same underlying model. Could this be a bug in MSMC2?

\- I don\'t understand whether there is \_any\_ information that allows eSMC to separately and simultaneously estimate sigma and beta. The authors are a bit murky on that. In lines 167ff they say \"We therefore have a potential confounding effect between self-fertilization and seed-banking when observing the recombination and mutation ratio\". Here the word \"potential\" should be removed, as it looks to me mathematically impossible to infer them both simultaneously, unless I misunderstand something. And in line 171ff \"seed-banking can theoretically be equivalent to self-fertilization with higher effective population size\". If I understand correctly, it is not just \"theoretically equivalent\" but \"fully equivalent\", and it shouldn\'t sound as if this was just a mere possibility or \"potential problem\". The discussion in section 3.1.4 doesn\'t make it any clearer. For example, in Lines 323ff it says: \"Without any prior knowledge it is not possible for eSMC to estimate to correct set of parameters.\" And further below, that estimates \"can be slightly biased\"\... I don\'t understand. IS there, or ISN\'T there information in the data that allows in principle to disentangle the two? If there isn\'t, then I would expect the results not to be \"slightly biased\", but completely uniformly distributed within the priors.

\- Simulations: MSMC, MSMC2 and PSMC default parameters are designed for about 100 times as much data. With this little data as used here (1, 10 and 30 Mb), arguably the time discretisation should be adapted. For example, I would suggest that for PSMC and MSMC2 to use the exact same patterning as in eSMC to make it more comparable. With MSMC this is difficult, since the distribution of first coalescence times has a different window than the the distribution of pairwise coalescence times (as used in eSMC, MSMC2 and PSMC), but at least for PSMC and MSMC2 this should easily be possible. And for MSMC at least the total number of time segments should be made equal to the number of segments used in eSMC.

Minor comments:

\- The main figures are all pretty poorly styled. There is a \_lot\_ of white space around the actual curves, which are squished into relatively tight log-spaces. I would recommend to zoom in a bit to focus on the actual estimates and curves.

\- What exactly is meant by PSMC\'? Specifically, what software was used? PSMC, MSMC2 (with two phased haplotypes) or MSMC (with two phased haplotypes)? Command lines should be listed somewhere, sorry if I overlooked them.

\- Table 2: Given the centrality of the rho/mu estimates in this paper, I think a simple average is not enough here. I would prefer some scatter plots, or Violin/Boxplots type charts to indicate what the variability of estimates with each of the methods is.

\- L 261ff and other places: I was unclear on whether the rho/mu ratio is generally kept free to be inferred, or whether it\'s fixed.

\- Fig 2a: Is there a bug in the legend? The red curve should have beta=1, not 0, right? Same thing in Figure S9a I think.

\- Fig S15 typo \"Sweeden\".

\- Figure 6 has no discussion on why the curves look like they look. It is simply said \"The inferred demographic history of a single population of D. pulex is qualitatively similar using eSMC and PSMC (Fig 6)\". But the curves are shifted a lot (vertically). Please add at least a sentence to discuss this, otherwise the uninitiated reader will have trouble aligning that graphic with the statement of being \"qualitatively similar\".

\- What does \"parthenogenetic\" mean, and what are \"parthenogenetic cycles\"?

Reviewer \#3: Please see attachment.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

**Have all data underlying the figures and results presented in the manuscript been provided?**

Large-scale datasets should be made available via a public repository as described in the *PLOS Genetics* [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/data-availability), and numerical data that underlies graphs or summary statistics should be provided in spreadsheet form as supporting information.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: None

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#1: No

Reviewer \#2: No

Reviewer \#3: No

###### 

Submitted filename: review_r.pdf

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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\* Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out. \*

Dear Dr Sellinger,

Thank you very much for submitting your Research Article entitled \'Inference of past demography, dormancy and self-fertilization rates from whole genome sequence data\' to PLOS Genetics. Your manuscript was fully evaluated at the editorial level and by three independent peer reviewers. The reviewers appreciated the attention to an important topic but identified some aspects of the manuscript that should be improved. You should pay close attention to Reviewer 3\'s comments. Since two reviewers recommend tightening the Discussion, you should make  all efforts to shorten that section as well.

We therefore ask you to modify the manuscript according to the review recommendations before we can consider your manuscript for acceptance. Your revisions should address the specific points made by each reviewer.

In addition we ask that you:

1\) Provide a detailed list of your responses to the review comments and a description of the changes you have made in the manuscript.

2\) Upload a Striking Image with a corresponding caption to accompany your manuscript if one is available (either a new image or an existing one from within your manuscript). If this image is judged to be suitable, it may be featured on our website. Images should ideally be high resolution, eye-catching, single panel square images. For examples, please browse our [archive](http://www.plosgenetics.org/article/browse/volume). If your image is from someone other than yourself, please ensure that the artist has read and agreed to the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution License. Note: we cannot publish copyrighted images.

We hope to receive your revised manuscript within the next 30 days. If you anticipate any delay in its return, we would ask you to let us know the expected resubmission date by email to <plosgenetics@plos.org>.

If present, accompanying reviewer attachments should be included with this email; please notify the journal office if any appear to be missing. They will also be available for download from the link below. You can use this link to log into the system when you are ready to submit a revised version, having first consulted our [Submission Checklist](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/submit-now#loc-submission-checklist).

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the [Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine](http://pace.apexcovantage.com/) (PACE) digital diagnostic tool. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>.

Please be aware that our [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/data-availability) requires that all numerical data underlying graphs or summary statistics are included with the submission, and you will need to provide this upon resubmission if not already present. In addition, we do not permit the inclusion of phrases such as \"data not shown\" or \"unpublished results\" in manuscripts. All points should be backed up by data provided with the submission.

PLOS has incorporated [Similarity Check](http://www.crossref.org/crosscheck.html), powered by iThenticate, into its journal-wide submission system in order to screen submitted content for originality before publication. Each PLOS journal undertakes screening on a proportion of submitted articles. You will be contacted if needed following the screening process.

To resubmit, you will need to go to the link below and \'Revise Submission\' in the \'Submissions Needing Revision\' folder.

\[LINK\]

Please let us know if you have any questions while making these revisions.

Yours sincerely,

Rodney Mauricio, Ph.D.

Associate Editor

PLOS Genetics

Gregory P. Copenhaver

Editor-in-Chief

PLOS Genetics

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Authors:**

**Please note here if the review is uploaded as an attachment.**

Reviewer \#1: All my comments have been addressed.

Reviewer \#2: I think the manuscript has improved and most of my issues have been addressed.

Just some minor points:

1\) L 258: should reference Table 2, not Table 3.

2\) Figure 3 is not referenced from the main text.

3\) L 366 \"\[\...\], as there is an identifiability issue in the case of joint inference\". I would say \"\[\...\], since the separate rates are non-identifiable\" or something clearer.

4\) L 439 \"In its current version, our model cannot disentangle the genomic signatures of

self-fertilization and seed-banks\". This sounds like this was a technical or implementation issue, but it is fundamental, and so I would remove \"In its current version\".

5\) The discussion is very long, and I think it contains some redundancy. The paragraph starting from line 463 overlaps with the one from line 515, so perhaps things can be shortened a bit.

Reviewer \#3: I thank the authors for their revisions. As best I can tell, the current state of the manuscript/this method is as follows:

1\. eSMC is the same model as PSMC\' (aka MSMC with sample size n=1 diploid; line 180).

2\. The time discretization that eSMC uses is different from the defaults used by these methods (266ff). Note that it is possible to alter the default time discretization of PSMC/MSMC using the -p option, but the authors do not seem to have tried this.

3\. Like MSMC2, eSMC uses a composite likelihood over all samples, as well as the correct Poisson likelihood for emission data, instead of a linear approximation which assumes that \\\\theta \* N_e \<\< 1. (269, 562ff).

4\. eSMC optimizes over additional selfing and dormancy parameters during the M-step, and also incorporates parameter constraints.

5\. eSMC operates on raw sequence data, instead of aggregating observations in window sizes of 100 or 1000.

Features 1-3 are not new. Feature 4 is, as noted by multiple reviewers, not necessary at all; one of these parameters can be backed out from the estimate of \\\\hat{\\\\rho} and the other cannot be identified. Feature 5 assumes that individual 100/1000bp blocks are nonrecombining. I would not expect it to have a major impact on inference unless the recombination rate is exceptionally high, which is not the case here.

All of these could be achieved by either altering the default command-line settings MSMC, or making minor coding modifications. But I appreciate that it is not reasonable to expect practitioners to do this, so a new implementation can be valuable.

Still, I think the most useful information contained in this paper is how to best parameterize {P,M}SMC for non-human data. In particular, setting the time discretization correctly can have a big impact on the quality of the estimates, as has been shown recently by other authors (Parag & Pybus, 2019). This seems to be the main source of improvement of their method over earlier methods \-- it has a better default discretization for this particular type of data. In general, the authors have done a lot of simulation work exploring what works and does not work when running coalescent HMMs on non-human data. Those findings are mostly relegated to the supplemental. To me this is the primary contribution of this work, and should expanded to become the main focus of the manuscript, rather than the novelty of eSMC per se.

Finally, the discussion around identifiability remains unsatisfactory, and actually became less clear in revision as it is now a hodgepodge of the original (erroneous) assertions, and the reviewer comments which contradict them. A clear, unambiguous statement that the parameters cannot be jointly estimated is all that is needed here. I did not find the claimed \"explicit guidelines for users when simultaneously estimating these two variables\" anywhere. In my opinion, the only guideline necessary is that this should not be done. The authors seem to want to write this off as an issue of bias, but it is much worse than that. Biased estimators can be consistent, but unidentifiable models can never be consistently estimated, even in the presence of priors.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

**Have all data underlying the figures and results presented in the manuscript been provided?**

Large-scale datasets should be made available via a public repository as described in the *PLOS Genetics* [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/data-availability), and numerical data that underlies graphs or summary statistics should be provided in spreadsheet form as supporting information.

Reviewer \#1: None

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: None

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#1: No

Reviewer \#2: No

Reviewer \#3: No
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24 Feb 2020

Dear Dr Sellinger,

We are pleased to inform you that your manuscript entitled \"Inference of past demography, dormancy and self-fertilization rates from whole genome sequence data\" has been editorially accepted for publication in PLOS Genetics. Congratulations!

Before your submission can be formally accepted and sent to production you will need to complete our formatting changes, which you will receive in a follow up email. Please be aware that it may take several days for you to receive this email; during this time no action is required by you. Please note: the accept date on your published article will reflect the date of this provisional accept, but your manuscript will not be scheduled for publication until the required changes have been made.

Once your paper is formally accepted, an uncorrected proof of your manuscript will be published online ahead of the final version, unless you've already opted out via the online submission form. If, for any reason, you do not want an earlier version of your manuscript published online or are unsure if you have already indicated as such, please let the journal staff know immediately at <plosgenetics@plos.org>.

In the meantime, please log into Editorial Manager at <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pgenetics/>, click the \"Update My Information\" link at the top of the page, and update your user information to ensure an efficient production and billing process. Note that PLOS requires an ORCID iD for all corresponding authors. Therefore, please ensure that you have an ORCID iD and that it is validated in Editorial Manager. To do this, go to 'Update my Information' (in the upper left-hand corner of the main menu), and click on the Fetch/Validate link next to the ORCID field.  This will take you to the ORCID site and allow you to create a new iD or authenticate a pre-existing iD in Editorial Manager.

If you have a press-related query, or would like to know about one way to make your underlying data available (as you will be aware, this is required for publication), please see the end of this email. If your institution or institutions have a press office, please notify them about your upcoming article at this point, to enable them to help maximise its impact. Inform journal staff as soon as possible if you are preparing a press release for your article and need a publication date.

Thank you again for supporting open-access publishing; we are looking forward to publishing your work in PLOS Genetics!

Yours sincerely,

Rodney Mauricio, Ph.D.

Associate Editor

PLOS Genetics

Gregory P. Copenhaver

Editor-in-Chief

PLOS Genetics

[www.plosgenetics.org](http://www.plosgenetics.org)

Twitter: \@PLOSGenetics

\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--

Comments from the reviewers (if applicable):

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Authors:**

**Please note here if the review is uploaded as an attachment.**

Reviewer \#2: Looks all fine. Good to go from my point of view.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

**Have all data underlying the figures and results presented in the manuscript been provided?**

Large-scale datasets should be made available via a public repository as described in the *PLOS Genetics* [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/data-availability), and numerical data that underlies graphs or summary statistics should be provided in spreadsheet form as supporting information.

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#2: No

\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--

**Data Deposition**

If you have submitted a Research Article or Front Matter that has associated data that are not suitable for deposition in a subject-specific public repository (such as GenBank or ArrayExpress), one way to make that data available is to deposit it in the [Dryad Digital Repository](http://www.datadryad.org). As you may recall, we ask all authors to agree to make data available; this is one way to achieve that. A full list of recommended repositories can be found on our [website](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/data-availability#loc-recommended-repositories).

The following link will take you to the Dryad record for your article, so you won\'t have to re‐enter its bibliographic information, and can upload your files directly: 

<http://datadryad.org/submit?journalID=pgenetics&manu=PGENETICS-D-19-01160R2>

More information about depositing data in Dryad is available at <http://www.datadryad.org/depositing>. If you experience any difficulties in submitting your data, please contact <help@datadryad.org> for support.

Additionally, please be aware that our [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/plosgenetics/s/data-availability) requires that all numerical data underlying display items are included with the submission, and you will need to provide this before we can formally accept your manuscript, if not already present.

\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\-\--

**Press Queries**

If you or your institution will be preparing press materials for this manuscript, or if you need to know your paper\'s publication date for media purposes, please inform the journal staff as soon as possible so that your submission can be scheduled accordingly. Your manuscript will remain under a strict press embargo until the publication date and time. This means an early version of your manuscript will not be published ahead of your final version. PLOS Genetics may also choose to issue a press release for your article. If there\'s anything the journal should know or you\'d like more information, please get in touch via <plosgenetics@plos.org>.
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PGENETICS-D-19-01160R2

Inference of past demography, dormancy and self-fertilization rates from whole genome sequence data

Dear Dr Sellinger,

We are pleased to inform you that your manuscript entitled \"Inference of past demography, dormancy and self-fertilization rates from whole genome sequence data\" has been formally accepted for publication in PLOS Genetics! Your manuscript is now with our production department and you will be notified of the publication date in due course.

The corresponding author will soon be receiving a typeset proof for review, to ensure errors have not been introduced during production. Please review the PDF proof of your manuscript carefully, as this is the last chance to correct any errors. Please note that major changes, or those which affect the scientific understanding of the work, will likely cause delays to the publication date of your manuscript.

Soon after your final files are uploaded, unless you have opted out or your manuscript is a front-matter piece, the early version of your manuscript will be published online. The date of the early version will be your article\'s publication date. The final article will be published to the same URL, and all versions of the paper will be accessible to readers.

Thank you again for supporting PLOS Genetics and open-access publishing. We are looking forward to publishing your work!

With kind regards,

Matt Lyles

PLOS Genetics

On behalf of:

The PLOS Genetics Team

Carlyle House, Carlyle Road, Cambridge CB4 3DN \| United Kingdom

<plosgenetics@plos.org> \| +44 (0) 1223-442823

[plosgenetics.org](http://plosgenetics.org) \| Twitter: \@PLOSGenetics

[^1]: The authors have declared that no competing interests exist.
